the experience of installing the GMVP code on other supercomputers indicated that the vectorized Monte Carlo code was portable and a satisfactory performance could be achieved on fairly different supercomputers by the conversion with modest efforts(7)(9). It was also found that the speedup depended on the number of vector pipelines installed in these computers.
The detailed treatment of individual interactions and the handling of a large amount of nuclear data introduce an increasing complexity into the vectorization of the continuous energy method compared with the multi-group one. Brown et al. adopted a rather simple physics model of neutron interactions based on the 05R code in their vectorized code LACER3D by restricting its application to reactor calculations (5) .
In the present work, we studied the vectorization method for general purpose codes which require accurate physics models for wide applications as much as possible. Several physics models suitable for vector computations were established and are proposed in Chap. II together with sampling methods from them. Furthermore, the control logic of complicated analysis of interactions and the cross section data management were studied to achieve a high vectorization efficiency for precise Monte Carlo calculations.
Those are described in Chap. III. By combining these procedures with the stack-driven zone-selection method developed for the GMVP code(8), a vectorized continuous energy code MVP was developed for general purpose uses with the FACOM VP-2600 vector supercomputer.
To evaluate a performance of the present method, the MVP code was compared with conventional scalar codes VIM(10) and MCNP(11) for two typical problems. The results are presented in Chap. IV, where the vectorization efficiency is estimated by absolute computation speed (CPU time/track) and speedups.
Furthermore, an amount of vectorized part of the code is measured by the vectorization ratio on the CPU time basis which sets an upper limit of speedup due to vectorization. In the present work, we treat the energy range of 20 MeV~10-5 eV. All neutron reaction channels given in the evaluated nuclear data file for this energy range are explicitly taken into account. To ensure a realistic representation of the physics model and an efficient and accurate numerical procedure, the evaluated nuclear data of each nuclide are processed into an appropriate library.
II
Neutron cross sections in the resolved resonance region and smooth one are pointwisely represented, and those at any intermediate energy are obtained by a linear-linear interpolation formula. Energy points at which cross sections are given are selected to reproduce cross sections within a required accuracy (normally 0.1%) by the interpolation.
In the unresolved resonance region, cross sections are obtained by the cross section probability table method.
The probability If the (n, mn) reaction is selected, (m-1) neutrons are created.
(5) Elastic and Inelastic Scattering (a) Sampling of scattering angle The scattering angle m is sampled in the same manner for all elastic and inelastic scattering processes.
The angular distribution tables consist of equiprobable cosine bins (mi) and the cosines are either in the center-ofmass or in the laboratory system, depending on the type of reaction.
The sampling process proceeds by using two random numbers x1 and x2 as follows : The i-th cosine bin is selected without an IF-test by uniform sampling such as i-1<=x1N<i, where N is the number of equiprobable bins. Then, the value of m is calculated as m=mi+x2(mi+1-mi) by assuming an isotropic distribution within each bin.
(b) Sampling of secondary energy For the elastic and inelastic scattering from discrete levels, the secondary energies are determined by the two-body kinematics. On the other hand, those from other inelastic scattering processes are governed by various scattering laws. The MVP code can treat all laws used in the JENDL-3 evaluation : (1) arbitrary tabulated function, (2) general evaporation spectrum, (3) simple fission spectrum, (4) evaporation spectrum and (5) energy dependent Watt spectrum.
For the first two laws, equiprobable bins are adopted. The sampling processes from these laws are the same as that of scattering angles except that the probability distribution in each bin is not constant but a linear function specified by given probabilities.
Other three laws are well-known functions. To sample from these functions, the code uses the direct methods without an IF-test presented in Ref. (12) . (6) Thermal Scattering In the thermal energy region, neutron scattering is treated based on the free gas, the infinite mass target, the elastic or the inelastic scattering (S(a,b) law) model, as shown in Fig. 1 . The third model corresponds to the elastic scattering in the ENDF/B thermal library.
The S(a,b) data are converted into the energy transfer probabilities and the angular distributions.
To find the exiting energy bin, the discrete conditional sampling method is used. Angular distributions are specified for each energy transfer by the MARC method (13 
Collision Analysis
The collision analysis consists of the six steps as shown in Fig. 2 . The collision task performs the second to the last steps because the collision nuclide is already selected in the free flight task and stored in the sigma bank. The second and third steps (creation of fission neutrons and treatment of absorption) are carried out in the same way as in the multi-group method by using microscopic cross sections.
The scattering analysis is much more complicated compared with the multi-group method. The number of possible reaction channels is more than fifty and dependent upon collision nuclides and neutron energies.
To process these reactions, the code constructs nine temporary working stacks shown in Fig. 3 . This figure shows the flow of neutrons among the stacks. At the first stage, neutrons are divided into three stacks depending on their energies : thermal scattering #1, #2 and fast scattering (see Fig. 1 ). Each stack stores particle pointers and collision nuclides. The third stack also stores reaction channels selected. The operations for these three stacks are as follows :
Thermal #1: Pointers of neutrons are scattered into two stacks by selecting the type of scattering process.
Then, a table search is performed to find the table to be used for sampling the secondary energy (inelastic by S(a,b) law) and the scattering angle (thermal elastic).
Thermal #2: Neutrons are sorted into two Cumulative probabilities are calculated through the course of random walk simulation as in the sampling of types of scattering processes. Probability data are given at different incident energy grids depending on nuclides and reaction types.
The energy grids to be searched for each neutron are stored in different tables.
Accordingly, a capability of simultaneous searches of various tables with different length is essential to obtain a high computation gain. To implement this capability, we have developed a new scheme for binary searches which uses pointers indicating different tables together with Brown's method for a single table (2) .
Simultaneous linear searches for many neutrons are vectorized by the same approach as that for loops containing a feed-backward type IF-test(15) which appears in the rejection sampling method.
The vectorized scheme is shown together with the scalar one in Fig. 4 . The backward path depicted in the left side Fig. 4(a),(b Two temporary buffers, the Accept and Reject buffers, are defined in the vectorized scheme. The neutrons which satisfy the IF-test are compressed into the former buffer, while the rejected ones are into the latter at the end of each loop. The Reject buffer is processed in the subsequent loop. This process is repeated until the Reject buffer becomes empty.
In the vectorized scheme, the feedback path still exists, but the operations 1 and 2 are vectorized with the vector length of the number of neutrons.
Particle
Tracking Algorithm
The random walk simulation is resolved into six tasks, as mentioned above.
The connection of these tasks is the same as those in the multi-group code and described elsewhere (8) .
Each of the five basic tasks has its own stack for queueing up pointers of particles and for storing attributes of the stack required in a selection of the next task to be executed.
The order of processing tasks is not fixed but depends on the numbers of queued particles in the stacks (stack-driven algorithm).
All particle descriptors reside in a large particle bank, and some of them are gathered and arranged into working arrays for vector operations in each task. After the vector operation, the updated particle descriptors are scattered back to the bank.
In the zone-selection method which is a standard algorithm of the present code, two tasks of the free flight analysis and the next zone search are carried out for particles in a single geometric zone.
In three other tasks, all particles in the stack are processed regardless of zone to which each particle belongs.
In most cases, the chance of processing these three tasks is fairly small compared with the first two tasks in order to maximize the vectorization efficiency. The method to select the next task is as follows : When the number of particles queued for the collision, lattice or reflection task exceeds a preset value (i.e.
half of the number of active particles), that task is selected. For other two tasks, the zone with the most particles is found out for each task at first and then the task with the most particles is selected among those. The detail is described elsewhere(9).
Main Capability of MVP
Most of functions for production use are implemented in the code. The current capabilities of the MVP code are summarized as follows :
(1) Problem to be solved : fixed source and eigenvalue keff problems of neutron transport. (2) Description of geometry : combinatorial geometry with multiple square and hexagonal lattices. When the batch size is increased to 20,000, a speedup of a factor of 9.7 is obtained. If the tally calculation for cross section edit is suppressed, the speedup and the vectorization ratio increase by 60 and 3%, respectively, as shown in the parentheses of Table 1 . This is due to the fact that most of the tally calculation cannot be vectorized on current vector supercomputers and must be carried out by scalar operations. Table 1 Performance comparison for PWR fuel assembly problemt1 Table 1 . The total number of particles is the same for both codes and is 100,000. The eigenvalues keff calculated by these two codes agree with each other within their fractional standard deviations (FSD), but the FSD value of MVP evaluated by six different estimators is smaller than that of VIM which uses three estimators.
As a measure of computation speed, we use a CPU time/ track, where the number of tracks is the summation of the collision and boundary crossing events.
This quantity does not strongly depend on the problem to be solved but depends on the used vectorization method, computer and vector length (6) . The speedup (CPU/ track ratic of the VIM to MVP calculations) of a factor of 8.1 is achieved with a batch size of 5,000 particle/batch on the FACOM VP-2600. The vectorization ratio ({(total CPU time in a
The performance and vectorization efficiency of each basic task are shown in Table 2 .
The vectorization efficiency is presented in terms of a speedup due to vector operations (a ratio of CPU time used in a scalar mode calculation to that in a vector one). In this problem, Table 3 compares the performance of the collision analysis between the continuous energy method (MVP) and the multi-group one (GMVP). In this table, the results without the cross section edit are presented.
In this case, the two codes show a similar performance in the tasks except for the collision analysis. The MVP code consumes a 6 times longer CPU time in the collision analysis than GMVP, and relative CPU times for this task are 50 and 15%, respectively.
The increment of total CPU time due to the continuous energy model is a factor of 1. Table 5 . The results by these codes show a good agreement for neutron leakage and slowing-down below the cut-off energy.
The computation speed of MVP is higher by factors of 22 and 16 for two cases than MCNP.
The vectorization ratio is about 98 % in this 
